Poppenbouwing 52
4191 NZ Geldermalsen
The Netherlands
VAT: NL007508773B01
IBAN: NL27RABO0321200616
SWIFT: RABONL2U
CoC: 11018516

Date: August 3rd, 2020
Subject: Silas release notes V3.10.5.0
Dear Silas user,
Silas V3.10.5.0 is now available. This release contains improved versions of both Silas
Acquisition (V3.10.5.0) and Silas Processing (V3.10.5.0). Stema has added new functionalities to
this release as well as addressed some bugs and resolved some issues. If you currently have an
active maintenance contract, you can download the release using the following button.

If you currently are not in possession of a maintenance contract and would like to have more
detailed information about this maintenance program you can contact our sales department
(sales@stema-systems.nl).
The highlights of the new Silas release are:
-

All dialogs for folder selection have been updated

Processing:
- Depth settings can now be applied separately for the current line or the entire project
- Dual frequency data can now also be loaded and adjusted for heave after processing has
already occurred
- A ruler functionality has been added to the Navigation map, the Detail view and as a tool
for use in the Trace window
- Graphs in the Amplification window are now updated on selecting Apply or Load original
data buttons
- The contact list window now indicates which sorting is used in the list
- Reduced flicker in information window and status bar
- Apply to project option for auto tracing now gives a pop-up for confirmation to prevent
loss of work due to miss-clicks
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-

Improved data display in status bar when horizontal display is set to distance
Improved display of units, symbols and color bar
Improved ‘Show hyperbola’ functionality
Bug fixed where irrelevant error messages where shown when combining seismic data
with position data based on time

Acquisition:
- Fixed bug that caused low tr/sec when settings were not optimized for a specific survey
- Removed deprecated Continuous synchronization option from Position input window

If there are problems starting the software this might be due to active firewalls blocking the Silas
software.
If you have any questions, feedback or inquiries for developments to be made, please inform us
as we would gladly try and take this into account for our next release. You can send an e-mail to
support@stema-systems.nl.
As Stema Systems is always trying to improve the software it produces we would greatly
appreciate it if you could take the time to fill in the questionnaire that accompanies this e-mail,
thus ensuring that we can take your feedback into account in the next release.
Stema Systems
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